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DATA SHEET

ZÁRATE
TOBÍAS JOEL
07/07/2000

FORWARD
1.78CM

ARGENTINIAN/ITALIAN

FAMALICAO/VELEZ

72KG
LEFT FOOTED

LAST NAME
FIRST NAME

DATE OF BIRTH

POSITION
HEIGHT
WEIGHT

NATIONALITY
CLUB

PREFERRED FOOT



CAREER

CategorySeason

Argentine Cup2020

Copa Sudamericana2020

Club

Vélez Sarsfield

Vélez Sarsfield

U232021/22 Famalicao

1º Div. Argentina2020/21 Vélez Sarsfield

MP

1

2

7
3

Goals

0

0

2
0

Friendly matches2016 Argentina U17 - -
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STATS IN PORTUGAL

Defensive duels /
won

Passes /
Accurate

Aerial duels /
won

Dribbles /
successful

Passes to final third /
accurate

Shots /
on target

75%
2020/21

60%
2020/21

52%
2020/21

67% 68% 52%
2020/212020/212020/21



TACTICAL ANALYSIS

He has a great associative capacity to drop
back and enter in play with the midfielders,
as well as attacking by the sides. He
continuously gets out of last third to help
by posting. He usually receives unmarked,
which allows him to turn and place himself
in front of the goal. Also, he generates
numerical superiority when going to the
sides.

His intensity to press high is not that
common. Forwards generally press high to
put the rival umcortable and block the
circulation of play in order to make a
clearance. Zarate is different since his way
of pressure is focused on recovering the
ball. He is quick and intense to win duels.

He has a great capacity for the link-up play.
His capacities to turn around himself and
dribble into small-sided space are
awesome. He fakes well with his body
when apparently goes to one side but
finally goes to the opposing one. He does
it through his first touch, making him a
difficult player to the marker.

Associative capacity High pressure Back to the goal play



TACTICAL ANALYSIS

He is a skillful player. It helps him in
three aspects of play: 1. Linking-up the
play with his back to the goal. 2.
Dribbling 1v1 toward the goal while
generating spaces. Using his quality to
make through the line passes.

He understands his role off the ball since
he is tactically smart. His pressure,
quality of pass and quick movement to
attack into space in order to become a
passing option and decisions to show up
at the near or far post to anticipate a
cross are remarkable characteristics of
his play.

Off the ball movements

He is a player to not just arrive and
score, but to create chances through his
breaking-line pass. He does it both at
being far away from the goal to open up
to the sides and in the last third to put
teammates in a goal chance. Again, he is
a skillful player.

AssistingTechnical quality
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